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April 26, 2021 

United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary 
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Grassley, and Committee Members: 

On behalf of our 1.5 million supporters nationwide, People For the American Way urges the 
Senate to confirm Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit. President Biden has made a truly inspired choice. Judge Jackson’s brilliance, 
her commitment to justice, and her years of experience both on and off the bench make her 
extremely well qualified to serve on this critically important federal court. 

Jackson’s Background 

After graduating with honors from Harvard Law School, where she had been supervising editor 
of the Harvard Law Review, Jackson clerked for three federal judges. That early period of her 
career culminated in a Supreme Court clerkship with Justice Stephen Breyer in 1999-2000. 
When he learned in 2012 that Washington D.C. Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton was 
considering recommending her to the White House for a district court nomination, Breyer is 
reported to have enthusiastically described her as “great,” as “brilliant,” and as having “the mix 
of skills and experience we need on the bench.”i 

Ketanji Brown Jackson could have easily pursued an extremely lucrative career in private 
practice advancing the interests of wealthy and powerful people and businesses. What she chose 
to do instead was dedicate most of her career to public service, using her abilities to advance 
justice and fairness for all people. For instance, she worked at the Office of the Federal Public 
Defender from 2005-2007. As an assistant federal public defender, she represented indigent men 
and women in Washington D.C. who were accused of crimes but who could not afford a lawyer. 
She stood with them to make sure their rights were not violated by prosecutors or law 
enforcement. 

Public defenders play a vital and underappreciated role in protecting freedom, not only of 
defendants in criminal cases but of all people in the United States. We have given our 
government the power to take a person away from their homes, imprison them, and even execute 
them. That power is subject to terrifying abuse. So if our government is going to use that power 
against someone, it must do so in a way that complies with the safeguards set forth in the Bill of 
Rights. Otherwise, we make it easier for abusive government officials to take away anybody’s 
liberty. That basic tenet of the United States Constitution is vital to protecting all of us. Jackson’s 
work defending indigent people accused of crimes also gave her insight into how the system 
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works in real life and often fails to serve justice—insight that circuit panels could use to make 
more informed decisions. 

Jackson also worked at the United States Sentencing Commission from 2003-2005 and again as a 
vice chair and commissioner from 2010-2013. While there, she championed ending the unjust 
discrepancy between sentences for crack cocaine and powder cocaine, a discrepancy that had a 
devastating impact on Black communities. When the sentencing guidelines for crack cocaine 
were reduced, she supported making that reform retroactive, calling it a question of 
“fundamental fairness.” She recognized that no federal sentencing provision is “more closely 
identified with unwarranted disparity and perceived systemic unfairness than the 100:1 
crack/powder penalty distinction.” Her statements to fellow commissioners made clear her vision 
of the law as a tool to advance fairness, not as a weapon to target certain vulnerable populations: 

In my view, now that Congress has taken steps to clear the air by making significant 
downward adjustments to the mandatory statutory penalties for crack cocaine offenses, 
there is no excuse for insisting that those who are serving excessive sentences under the 
long-disputed and now discredited prior guideline must carry on as though none of this 
has happened. I believe that the Commission has no choice but to make this right. Our 
failure to do so would harm not only those serving sentences pursuant to the prior 
guideline penalty, but all who believe in equal application of the laws and the 
fundamental fairness of our criminal justice system. 

The decision we make today, which comes more than 16 years after the Commission's 
first report to Congress on crack cocaine, reminds me in many respects of an oft-quoted 
statement from the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. He said: ‘The arc of the moral 
universe is long, but it bends toward justice.’ Today the Commission completes the arc 
that began with its first recognition of the inherent unfairness of the 100:1 crack/powder 
disparity all those years ago. I say justice demands this result.”ii 

Jackson has taken her commitment to justice with her to the federal bench, recognizing that—as 
she said to Sen. Chuck Grassley when she was nominated to be a federal district judge—“courts 
have a role in making sure that everyday citizens have access to justice.”iii She so impressed 
senators then that when her nomination came before them in 2013, they voted to confirm her 
unanimously. 

Jackson’s Record on the Bench 

Given Jackson’s background, it is no surprise that she has excelled as a judge during these past 
eight years. She has handled cases of extreme complexity, setting forth the parties’ arguments in 
detail and carefully explaining her in-depth analysis. She has respected the dignity of all litigants, 
given fair consideration to their arguments, and adhered to the principle that courts exist to 
protect the rights of all, not just the powerful or the popular. 
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A typical example is Pierce v. District of Columbia, in which Judge Jackson demonstrated a 
keen insight into the injustices experienced by—and indignities visited upon—people who are 
deaf.iv The case involved William Pierce, a deaf man who communicates by American Sign 
Language (ASL), which is his native language. He does not speak English words, nor does he 
read or write English with the fluency of someone whose first language is English. He had been 
sentenced to serve 60 days for assault, the time to be served in Washington’s Correctional 
Treatment Facility rather than the D.C. Jail so that he could be helped by its domestic violence 
intervention program and mental health services. 

But Pierce alleged that corrections officials denied him the most basic communications 
accommodations for his disability, including denying him an ASL interpreter. As a result, he 
could not effectively communicate with others or understand what officials were telling him, nor 
could he effectively participate in crucial anger management, mental health, or substance abuse 
programs. Officials even handcuffed him when his partner and his mother visited him, making it 
impossible for him to sign. After another prisoner attacked him, Pierce was put into solitary 
confinement for two weeks. He alleged that he had not understood when officials explained that 
“protective custody” meant solitary confinement, or that it was voluntary and he could end it at 
any time. He sued the District for refusing to accommodate his disability as required by the 
Rehabilitation Act and the American With Disabilities Act. 

The case was before Judge Jackson, who ruled that even under the District’s version of what 
happened, they had failed to follow the law. When Pierce first arrived at the correctional facility, 
the District's employees and contractors did nothing to evaluate his need for accommodation, 
despite their knowledge that he was disabled. 

Judge Jackson did more than simply make a dry legal observation that the laws create an 
affirmative obligation to accommodate people with disabilities. Instead, she explained why 
Congress made this choice: to end the harm to people with disabilities so often caused by the 
thoughtlessness, indifference, and “benign neglect” of others. She understood that the laws at 
issue are not just scraps of paper with dried ink on them. They are the living expression of the 
nation’s commitment to stop accepting discrimination against people with disabilities as a fact of 
American life. As she wrote, “an entity that provides services to the public cannot stand idly by 
while people with disabilities attempt to utilize programs and services designed for the able-
bodied...” 

Judge Jackson’s commitment to see the humanity of all people who appear in her courtroom also 
shows through in the terms she uses to describe them. For instance, in immigration cases, she 
makes a point to include a footnote informing readers that she is using the term “non-citizens” 
for people born abroad rather than the term “aliens” used in the relevant federal statute.v In the 
case of Kiakombua v. Wolf, she allowed several women seeking asylum to join the case with 
pseudonyms, recognizing that their “significant interest in maintaining anonymity at this early 
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stage in the litigation is more than sufficient to overcome any general presumption in favor of 
open proceedings.”vi 

Kiakombua involved a training manual created by the Trump administration to teach frontline 
asylum officials how to determine if an asylum seeker has a credible fear of persecution or 
torture. The five women in this case had been given negative findings and sued, claiming that the 
guidance within the training manual was inconsistent with congressional statutes and federal 
immigration regulations. After a careful analysis, Judge Jackson concluded that several 
provisions of the manual were “patently at odds with the credible fear screening scheme that 
Congress has crafted.” She ordered officials to re-evaluate the women’s cases using legal 
criteria, but she realized that more had to be done. Because the unlawful provisions “cannot be 
effectively severed from the remainder of the document,” Judge Jackson chose “to vacate the 
entire Lesson Plan.”vii 

But several weeks later, she discovered that the Trump administration had not obeyed her order. 
Instead of rewriting the manual as directed, they had simply redacted portions. In a hearing, 
Judge Jackson forcefully rebuked the Trump administration’s counsel: “You can't just redact out 
the unlawful portion, the six unlawful portions ... and call that a new lesson plan.”viii Future 
asylum seekers can be grateful that Judge Jackson does not let government officials slough off 
the court’s directives when people’s lives are on the line. 

Judge Jackson also showcased her commitment to the nation’s constitutional values and 
protections in Committee on the Judiciary of the U.S. House of Representatives v. McGahn, a 
high-profile case involving former White House Counsel Don McGahn.ix In 2019, then-President 
Trump ordered his former staffer to defy a subpoena and not appear before a House Judiciary 
Committee hearing investigating Russia's interference into the 2016 presidential election and the 
Special Counsel's findings concerning potential obstruction of justice by Trump. After three 
months of failed negotiations, the committee went to court and sought an injunction ordering 
McGahn to obey the subpoena. 

The Trump administration and McGahn argued that the court lacked jurisdiction to hear the case 
because it involved a conflict between the two political branches. Judge Jackson rejected this 
contention, citing the foundational case of Marbury v. Madison. She wrote that the court has 
jurisdiction because the Judiciary Committee's claim presented a legal question, and it is 
“emphatically” the role of the Judiciary to say what the law is. She recognized that it advances, 
not subverts, separation of powers concerns for the court to hear the case, since “it is a core tenet 
of this Nation's founding that the powers of a monarch must be split between the branches of the 
government to prevent tyranny.” 

On the merits of the case, Judge Jackson rejected McGahn’s and the Trump administration’s 
argument that senior executive branch officials have absolute immunity from testifying. 
Recognizing the danger of unaccountable executive authority, she wrote that “the primary 
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takeaway from the past 250 years of recorded American history is that Presidents are not kings.” 
She ruled that McGahn would have to appear and assert any claims of privilege to the committee 
in response to particular questions. Any such claims could then be litigated on their merits.x 

The McGahn case was hardly the only time Judge Jackson has heeded the call to remind those in 
power that we live in a society governed by the rule of law. In Policy & Research, LLC v. HHS, 
she considered a challenge to the Trump administration’s decision to terminate teen pregnancy 
prevention grant funding to a number of organizations without explanation.xi Judge Jackson 
called it “striking” that the Department of Health and Human Services “provided no explanation 
whatsoever for its decision.” Because HHS had failed to follow its own rules on funding, she 
ruled they had acted contrary to law. She opened the case with a clear statement of principle 
emphasizing that a presidential administration cannot simply ignore the law: “As far as the 
Administrative Procedures Act … is concerned, this much is clear: a federal agency that changes 
course abruptly without a well-reasoned explanation for its decision or that acts contrary to its 
own regulations is subject to having a federal court vacate its action as arbitrary and capricious.” 
When officials deem themselves above the law, judges such as Jackson are a vital part of the 
constitutional framework protecting the nation. 

The courtroom also plays a vital role in protecting the American people from abuse of power by 
law enforcement officials. In one case before her, three law enforcement officials arrested 
Anthony Michael Patterson, an Occupy Wall Street protester, simply for cursing.xii At the police 
station, one of the arresting officers even admitted to Patterson that “profanity is protected under 
freedom of speech, but when you use profanity it causes a hostile environment for the police.” 
Ultimately, they dropped the charges, and Patterson later sued the police officers for the 
wrongful arrest. Judge Jackson rejected the officers’ claim that they had qualified immunity, 
stating the case plainly: “A police officer is unquestionably on notice that arresting a speaker 
solely based on the content of his speech and without probable cause to believe that he has 
committed a crime is a violation of the First Amendment.” 

Judge Jackson has also made clear that she respects constitutional precedents recognizing the 
ability of the American people to use their government to impose reasonable limits on the power 
of corporations. This is especially important at a time when far-right judges are increasingly 
open in their efforts to undo the New Deal by judicial fiat. In 2013, she rejected an effort by 
business interests to constitutionalize their opposition to ordinary commercial business disclosure 
requirements by framing them as impermissible “compelled speech.” At issue was a federal 
regulation strengthening the country-of-origin labeling on certain meats. After carefully 
considering the parties’ arguments and the relevant precedents, Judge Jackson upheld the 
regulations, and her judgment was affirmed on appeal.xiii 

Conclusion 
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Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson is a brilliant jurist with a demonstrated record of commitment to 
the legal rights and dignity of all people. Her skills and experience will enrich the D.C. Circuit. 
Indeed, she is exactly the kind of person the Constitution contemplates as being in place to 
protect our democracy and our rights. 

Sincerely, 

 

Marge Baker 
Executive Vice President 
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